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PART _ A

{Short Answer)

Answer all questions : (6x1=6)
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1. List any one advantage of circular queue.

2. What do you mean by FIFO ?

3. Define complete binary tree. .,_. : :,.

4. Define path mitrix. ::.:: ,. "" ' -,,
,' '_t='

5. Give the constraints to..be satisfied by the given array to apply the binary
search algorithm
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6. "selection sor"t al$orithmis not belonging tothe- category of divide and
conquer." Comment bn this statement with endu$h justification.
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(Short Essay)

Answer any 6 questions : (6x2=12)

. 7. List the different applications of stack.

8. Write a note on garbage collection.

9. What is an array ? Give an example.

10. Write a short note on lhe representation of binary trees in memory. p.r.o.
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11. ExPlain DFS with an examPle'

12. Differentiate between algorithm and pseudo code'

13'Compareandcontrastlinearsearchandbinarysearcha|gorithm.

14. How will you measure the running time of a program?

PART - C
(EssaY)

{4x3=12)
Answer anY 4 questions :

rith ari examPle'
15. Explain polynomial addition lit

16. write down the procedure to pop an element irom a queue'

17. Brie{lY exPlain heaP sort'

rean bY graPh traversal ?

19. Briefly explain asymptotic notations'

20. Erab,orate iheru.rorking or bubbre sort argorithm with the given set of elements
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PART - D

Answer anY Zquestions :

21. Explain merge sort algorithm with a'suitablb example'

22. Explain various operations on graph with examples'

23. what is.binary search tree ? Exprain the argorithm for searching and insertion

ol an item into a binary search tree'

24. What is a |inked |ist ? How wi|| you insert a new node to a speciiied position

in a linked list ?


